BBG Letter Jun 16, 2016

Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG)
330 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20237
Locator: (202) 203‐4000
Public Affairs: (202) 203‐4400
Fax: (202) 203‐4585
E‐mail: publicaffairs@bbg.gov
Re: Smith Mundt Modernization Act of 2012
Dear Sirs:
From your website: “The Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) is both the name of the independent federal
agency that oversees all U.S. civilian international media and the name of the board that governs those
broadcasts.”
Really? You oversee all U.S. civilian media and you govern broadcasting? I assume that includes radio and TV
broadcasts. So, it is your agency that authorizes the broadcasting of all the propaganda, government false flag
and psyop events on American radio and TV. If that’s true, then I have a complaint with your disseminating lies
over American media, supposedly a free press.
Actors fake being injured or killed, and these fake images are broadcast on live TV as real victims? CraigsList
postings for crises actors? Press notices of the false flag events are often published ahead of time. How does
the press know ahead of time what tragedy is going to happen? Phony doctors and police reports disseminate
lies about staged events to the press.
The 1st amendment guarantees a free press so that we the people can follow what's going on in the republic
and so that we can supervise our government. The free press is not supposed to be used by the government to
disseminate lies to the people in a representative republic, such as ours. The Smith‐Mundt Modernization Act
of 2012 arguably conflicts with the 1st amendment, but this is not apparent to all the people yet.
Almost immediately after an event (like Orlando), the POTUS gets on TV and reinforces your lies and calls for
gun control. It's obvious the reason the POTUS authorizes these events is to lie to the people and get them
behind his administration's policies.
By allowing this crap to go on TV, you are terrifying (and thus causing injury to) the American people with
these broadcasts. This is intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress, civil actions under state law,
and your employees may be found liable for damages under this theory despite this law if the law is found
unconstitutional and in violation of the 1st amendment.
As I alluded to above, the Smith‐Mundt Modernization Act reversal of the prohibition on using propaganda on
the American public (22 USC 1461‐1a) now arguably makes it legal for the government to lie to the American
people in cases of false flag events like the recent Orlando psyops. But the revision took effect AFTER Sandy
Hook, so it appears that that your disseminating of that propaganda was illegal under the Smith‐Mundt Act of
1948 which prohibited your disseminating of propaganda to an American audience. So, legally speaking,
shouldn’t the US Attorney General be prosecuting your agency for this violation of law?
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The American people are like people everywhere else – they just want to live their lives and raise their families
– in peace. Governments, including agencies like yours, are only in place to help assure that peace. You are
not in place to help falsely terrify the American people, just so your agency can help the POTUS get the people
behind his administration's policies on gun control or the fake war of terror which many Americans realize is
just more propaganda.
Your actions are part of the reason why the American people (those who are aware) are disgusted with
government. You are supposed to help the people, not hurt them, and certainly not allow the government to
use the media to lie to them. Are you willing to say that the lying was the administration's idea because I doubt
they are going to admit to this if it ever gets investigated by an unbiased congressional committee?
For your information, this letter is being copied to five major mass media news outlets as well as a dozen of
the most visited alternative media sites. I hope your agency can address these issues I have mentioned above
and I thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
John Sutherland
PS: I have also posted this as a public comment on Facebook and have asked my many FB friends and followers
to do so as well so that this message will go viral.
///
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